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To Snow Dragon
For making dreams come true
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Slander
“Morning, Jason,” says Patrick as Jason takes a seat next to
Patrick and directly opposite you.
“Jim’s already filled me in on the team’s progress,” says
Patrick. “Now I’d like to hear what you think.”
Jason avoids making eye contact with you.
Addressing only Patrick, Jason launches into a tirade of all
the outstanding work the team still has to do for the current
release. He questions the value of the numerous meetings
you’ve set up for the team. Jason describes them as a “complete waste of time” and wonders what you hope to achieve
out of them that the team can’t do by itself.
Continue with the adventure on page 7.
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Treaty
After Jason finishes, Patrick says, “The management team
has asked Jim to come up with recommendations to help
the team move forward. Based on my understanding of your
continued concerns with the team and Cassandra, you would
agree that we simply cannot continue with the team as is if
we want take our product to the next level.”
Jason leans forward to respond, but Patrick holds up his
hand and continues. “We hope the recommendations will
provide the opportunity for the team to prove they can work
together and deliver at least 50 percent of the estimated
value based on the original business case for this release.
Our company needs this right now if we’re serious about
going public.”
Jason can’t remain silent any longer. “I’ve mentioned a million times that the developers simply do not have the ability
to appreciate the intricacies of the in-house framework we’ve
developed. Then there’s that woman who claims to understand our customers better than those who created the
original product. We don’t need to ask customers for their
input and feedback to know we’re right. That’s just a waste
of time!”
Patrick remains perfectly composed. “To reiterate,” he says,
“We have less than three days for Jim to come up with recommendations and we need to know if you’re on board with
this exercise. Consider this week as a modest additional
investment, given how much the current release has already
cost us.”
Before Jason can respond, Patrick thanks you for your time
and tells you he will continue the conversation with Jason
in private. Patrick tells you to move forward with the team
without further delay.
Continue with the adventure on page 8.
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Desperate Remedies
When you return to the team space, Ben says he’s got
something important to tell you.
“I overheard Patrick telling one of the managers last week
that Love Inc. has a number of options when it comes to the
future of software development. They can choose to outsource IT entirely or address the challenges we have one by
one, beginning with the Dream Team,” Ben says.
According to Ben, management can either keep the team
together as is or split the team up and redistribute the people
across other teams. Or they could disband all existing teams
and shuffle people around in the hope that a change of teams
will be enough to reinvigorate everyone and give the organization a morale boost.
“Whichever option they choose, it won’t count for much
unless they address the root cause of all the problems,” Ben
tells you.
“In my opinion, the rift between the business and IT has
become a chasm. It may be too late to build a bridge to meet
each other halfway,” he continues.
“One more thing,” says Ben. “Patrick said yesterday that
he’s prepared to wait until after hearing your recommendations before deciding what to do with the team. Whatever
management decides to do next with the Dream Team will
set a precedent for the entire IT department going forward,”
says Ben.
Continue with the adventure on page 9.
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Truce
Instead of holding the project retrospective immediately,
you inform the team that the meeting will resume after lunch
today. You hope this will buy Jason some time to make up
his mind about whether or not he’ll help the team. This way,
if he chooses to stay and help, he won’t feel the team has left
him behind.
By late morning, Jason returns and tells you he has decided
to stay. He mutters he’ll do his best to make things work.
You notice he says this without looking you in the eye.
Continue with the adventure on page 10.
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Hinder, Not Help
Over the next couple of days, despite Jason’s words of collaboration, he continues to challenge everything you do, as
well as everything the team suggests. Jason’s active resistance, combined with the delay from postponing the project
retrospective, has resulted in severe consequences for your
five-day schedule.
By the end of the week, the team’s exhausted from the constant conflict and resistance. There are daily murmurings of
team members looking for new jobs when—not if—their
project gets outsourced.
You realize too late that you could have done things differently. Rewind back to Tuesday’s project retrospective.
Judging from your one-on-one conversations with the individual team members beforehand, it’s likely the majority
would have voted to continue the meeting had you given
them the chance. The meeting would have therefore gone
ahead, and Jason’s outburst wouldn’t have been such a big
deal.
Alternatively, after your three-way conversation with Patrick
and Jason, you three should have agreed on some concrete
actions that would have ensured that Jason helped to get
the project back on track instead of getting in the way.
Unfortunately, hindsight is a luxury you can’t afford. Patrick
and the management team are unimpressed by the rapid
deterioration in the team’s morale and progress. After your
presentation on Friday, they thank you for your time and
tell you your services are no longer required.
THE END
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